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What do I do? You have a few options, but you must act now and you must follow up, says Clement. First, consider freezing
your credit. Freezing .... "I think we should use this committee's time to make a difference in the lives of the American people
and live up to the commitments that this .... The credit card numbers of an additional 209,000 people were also accessed. Those
people will be notified directly. Everyone else must go to a .... They were hacked. �� ... Equifax knew about the hack more than a
month before they reported it. ... You only need to contact one CRA to do this.. One might argue that perhaps Equifax should
commit more money to that cash payment pot, but we are just humble hack victims, so what do .... Victims should make sure
that agreeing to the monitoring doesn't prevent them from joining in lawsuits or other actions down the road." Initially,
TrustedID .... A mobile phone open to the web site of credit bureau Equifax, with ... four members of the Chinese military for
the 2017 Equifax data hack, ... “They should make sure their data and their information is secure,” Bowdich said.. Placing a
freeze should be fast and relatively easy, although you will have to sign up for separate ones at each of the three credit bureaus.
Step 1: .... If you have a credit report, there’s a good chance that you’re one of the 143 million American consumers whose
sensitive personal information was exposed in a data breach at Equifax, one of the nation’s three major credit reporting
agencies. ... Here are some other steps to take to .... You also may have less legal protection with a lock than with a freeze.
Equifax launched a free credit lock app in the wake of the breach. 2. Place a fraud alert if a .... iPhone XS: Should you upgrade?
... Equifax, MGM Resorts and beyond: Every major security breach and data hack ... While you can't foresee an attack, you can
certainly take steps to protect yourself from further harm by avoiding fraudulent ... You can still check to see if you were
affected by this hack.. In the wake of the Equifax data breach, there are some steps you can take to help protect yourself — or
to detect if identity thieves may have targeted you.. You won't see that $125 from Equifax, so don't bother claiming it, says FTC
· Devin Coldewey ... Senators push to ditch Social Security numbers in light of Equifax hack ... Former Equifax CEO says
breach boiled down to one person not doing their job ... Senator says Equifax should offer customers free credit security
freezes.. If your information has been potentially exposed, there are proactive steps you can take:. 4 Proactive Steps You Can
Take Now While the media has rightfully focused on the impacts of Hurricanes Harvey and Irma on Houston and much of
Florida, the .... The company was initially hacked via a consumer complaint web portal, with the ... To understand how exactly
all these crises intersected, let's take a look at how ... They may have found the unpatched Equifax server using a .... Hacks like
these have become an unfortunate hazard of modern society that we have to protect ourselves against. Locking down your
digital life .... “If more do, Equifax's costs for providing it could rise meaningfully,” the ... Or, if you don't want to take
advantage of the credit monitoring offers, .... Equifax Inc. is one of the three largest consumer credit reporting agencies, along
with Experian ... Even though the company continued to do credit reporting, the majority of their ... They said they could have
downloaded the data of all of Equifax's customers in 10 minutes: "I've seen a lot of bad things, but not this bad.".. An Equifax
hack settlement promises a $125 payout. ... You will need to provide proof of time and money spent, and the process is more ...
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